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Abstract. While most interface agents have been designed from an adult
perspective, the present paper compares adults’ and children’s views of agents
that vary in their degree of humanness. Four synthetic characters ranging in
appearance from non-human to very human (blob, cat, cartoon, human) were
presented to adult and children perceivers and were evaluated with respect to
their cognitive and emotional abilities. The visual appearance signiﬁcantly
influenced participants’ ratings in both age groups. However, the pattern of
results was more differentiated for adult perceivers as a function of the
human-likeness of the character. The ﬁndings suggest that children may rely less
on human-like features in inferring agents’ capabilities which are judged along
simpler cognitive and social dimensions. Implications for the design of artiﬁcial
agents are discussed.
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1 Introduction
Current evidence suggests that users prefer and rely more on human-like agents/robots
than mechanical-looking or abstract visual representations [1, 2]. While human-like
characteristics contribute to a more human perception, there is one dimension of human
mind that is seen as unique to humans: self-conscious mental experience [3]. The
experience of mind with complex emotions and abstract thought appears to be reserved
only for humans. This is supported by evidence showing that people rarely give moral
rights and privileges to machines such as robots [4]. But does this apply to everyone
and of every age? The goal of the present research was to examine how adults and
children infer human qualities of virtual characters that vary in appearance from
non-human to very human. To elucidate this question, we selected attributes that target
dispositional traits, mental states, as well as basic and complex emotions. Whereas
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Fig. 1. Four embodied characters – blob, cat, cartoon, human - from non-human to very human
in a neutral position.

simple traits and emotions (e.g., likeable, trustworthy, angry) may be easily attributed
to mechanical and animal looking characters, abstract concepts such as mind
and shame require more cognitive complexity than what might be apparent on ﬁrst
sight [5–7]. Based on previous research [8, 9] we predicted that the degree of
human-likeness would signiﬁcantly affect adults’ attributions as to the agent’s mental
and emotional capabilities. These effects were expected to be less pronounced for
children who might judge the characters along simpler cognitive and social dimensions.

2 Experiment
40 adults (MAge = 20.33) and 35 children (MAge = 10.06) were presented with either
static or dynamic displays of four embodied characters that differed in their degree of
human-likeness: blob, cat, cartoon, and human (see Fig. 1). All characters and animations were created in 3ds Max using a default biped and were displayed on blue
background (490 × 270 pixels). After viewing each stimulus participants answered the
following questions on 7-point Likert-scales ranging from (1) not at all to (7) very
much: (a) How likeable is the character?, (b) How trustworthy is the character?,
(c) How intelligent is the character?, (d) How engaging is the character?, (e) To what
degree does the character have a mind on its own?, (f) To what degree can the character
experience anger?, (g) To what degree can the character experience shame? These
questions were posed in random order, with one question per stimulus presentation.

3 Results
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) revealed a signiﬁcant interaction
between Age Group and Stimulus Character, F(21, 47) = 4.50, p < .001, η2p = .67. In
univariate terms, this interaction was signiﬁcant for almost all variables: likeable,
p = .009, trustworthy, p = .006, intelligent, p = .050, engaging, p = .214, mind,
p < .001, anger, p = .014, and shame, p = .091.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, children’s ratings were generally higher than those of
adults. This was particularly the case for the blob which was judged by children as
more trustworthy, intelligent, likely to have a mind, and capable of experiencing anger
and shame (ps < .05). Similarly, children made higher attributions of mind, anger and
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Fig. 2. Adults’ and children’s mean ratings of the four characters. Error bars represent standard
errors.

shame when evaluating the cat (ps < .05). Differences between adults and children also
occurred for the cartoon character which was seen by children as more likeable,
trustworthy, and capable of experiencing shame (ps < .01). For the human character,
children’ ratings differed from those of adults only for anger (p < .01), with higher
scores given by children.

4 Discussion
As shown in the present study, adults attributed complex states, such as mind and
shame to a greater extent to characters that were at the endpoint of the human scale
(i.e., cartoon, human). These ﬁndings are in line with previous research [1, 10–13] and
suggest that the choice of visual representation drives attributions regarding the cognitive and emotional intelligence the system invites. Given that such effects are fast, in
part automatic, and might not habituate over short exposures, the design of applications
should therefore take a match between the perceived proﬁle of the agents and the
intended function into account. Although children made consistent and generally
higher attributions regarding intellectual and emotional capabilities, a distinction was
largely apparent only between the characters at the endpoints of the artiﬁcial/human
scale (i.e., blob, human). Among all visual forms, the blob was most preferred and this
favourable impression generalized across other characteristics (i.e., mind, trustworthiness). In accordance with previous research, for children a human-like appearance may
therefore not be a direct criterion for inferring the agents’ abilities [e.g., 5, 6].
In this research we have shown that assessing adults’ and children’s views can be
essential for the design of embodied visual forms in human-computer interaction. Up to
now, most guidelines for building effective interface agents are based solely on adult
perspectives, thereby overlooking children’s social and cognitive requirements. Here a
closer collaboration of psychologists and computer scientists and engineers can be
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particularly promising. We do not believe that agent design can be a “one-size ﬁts all”
affair. Instead, agents, tasks and users must be carefully matched to achieve an optimal
interaction between humans and artiﬁcial systems.
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